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With multi-wavelength, multi-epoch data, 
we have documented the same interplay 
happening in the WASP-69 system with a 

K-type main sequence star and hot Jupiter.
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A well-known process in aeronomy is the 
response of planetary thermospheres to 
changes in the XUV irradiation from their 
host stars across the stellar activity cycle.

(1) We observed WASP-69b’s metastable He 
absorption with Palomar/WIRC in Aug. 2023 
and compared our measurements to archival 

data from multiple instruments.

(2) We found significant variability in the 
metastable He transit depth, indicating 

that WASP-69b’s thermosphere had 
changed on years-long timescales.

(3) We observed WASP-69 with Swift in X-Ray, 
then found that the change in stellar XUV was 
similar to what theoretical models predict to 

explain the change in WASP-69b’s atmosphere.

Aeronomy, the study of upper planetary atmospheres, 
is a long-researched foundation of geoscience.

Studying aeronomy in exoplanet systems can…

(1) Constrain the dynamics of exoplanet atmospheres.

(2) Test models of photoevaporation that may sculpt 
exoplanet radii on billion-year timescales.

(3) Connect extrasolar planets with solar system analogs 
to contextualize our Sun’s planets among their peers.
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